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Hello and welcome to
tonight's meeting. We have
four speake$ to entenain you
on a variety ofsubjects, \rith
the highlight being Ragbir
Bhathal's talk on Forty years
of S.E.T.I.. You may recall
last month that I surprised
Ragbir with a Honourary Life
Membership certificate. This
was very well deserved and a
recognition of the devotion he
has put into not only our
society, but also the wider
astrcnomical community as
well. Congratulations Ragbir-

Last month's speaker was
Peter Williams, who gave us
some insights into variablo
stars. It was a grcat talk and
Peter's rclaxed and casual
style camc over very well.
Later Peter conveyed his
impressions that ou! Society
has the most enthusiastic
membership he has ever seen,
to which I duly concurred.

All I've been hearing lately is
how great The Oaks observing
night was on the 19'h May.
Great clear skies, transparent
conditions, faint objects that
were seen like never before.
and YES, it was one of the
only times that I wasn't able
to attend. I am hoping that the
same conditions will present
themselves again,

The Public Obserying Night
on the 26rh May, was
sensational. Arriving later
than expected I had to
negotiate my way through a

sea of people. Unfortunately,
the perfect blue skies enjoyed
throughout the day gave way
to a cloud covered evening.
We stopped counting at over
150 people. Just amazing.

The line to observe Lhrough
the 16" telescope stretched
past the smaller dome and an
hours wait was to be expected
I received many favourable
comments about our slide
show and thanks again to

Samantha for speaking about
Satuan.

Dick Everett kindly loaned us
a loudsp€aker with a radio
microphone. lt certainly put a
boom into my voice. The
unplanned interjections of
Brahms and Mozan made for
a lot of fun. I think some fine
tuning may be required.

Fees!
Please note that if you have
not paid your renewal fees by
now you are deemed as a non
financial member. If you wish
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My thanks to everyoDe who
made the night so successful.
Whilst on the public nights,
I've incorporated some of my
own slides into the routine
and they project well. Taking
slide photography has given
me an opportunity to improve
my skill level and I can only
say to our fellow
astrophotographers kccp
going, don't give up when the
going gets tough.
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to continue with us. thc
joining fee will need to be

paid as well.

I'm aware that several

members are pianning to
purchase telescopes. The
choice of instrunEnt is a very
important one. Questions like
"What will the telescope do
for me?" is a ve.y apt one.
I've had my telescope just
over 2 years andonly now arr
I using the declination
settjngs. It's taken a long time
to come to terms with the
polar axis scope aod I have
recently rcduced my
alignment time from zhours,
or not at all, to just 2mins.
To put it simply, a telescope
can be beyond your
capability. What do you want
it to do? Will you out grow
the scope?. It could be too big
to handle by yourself or
unable to be used for
astrophotography, maybe you
just want to pick it up and go
outside. I don't know if this
will help but it's wise to
consider your longer term
plans, transportation and setup
times, focal lengths and what
type of mount to place the
telescope upon. lf space

allows in this shon edition of
Prime Focus you'll find a

short article on Refractors, if
not maybe....next month.
Goodbye for now and good
luck wjth your astronomy.

Regards, Noel Sharpe. I

Like Noel this rcport will be

shon and swcet. First up rhe

observatory nrght on the 26D

May - the tum out was great
and the sky, even though it
was not totally clear, was
better than last month. The
Kidd-Sharpc ( no it's not a
local boxer) show was of the
usual high standard and all the
members that attended kept
the public well entertained
with all the amazing
information they had to share,
The addition of a mike and
speaker improved the
audience's ability to hear the
oralors, but it also brought
with it the odd alien signal
(Eat your heart out S.E.T.l.).
The radio mike was tuned to
the F.M. band at the range
around 92 MHZ. On a number
of occasions the tuning would
drift and Noel's voice would
meld with the heavenly tunes
of light classical music. I felt
like Jodie Foster's character in
Contact, having to tune and
retune the radio to capture the
signal as Noel 's voice faded
into the heavens, a small
inconvenience that added to
the fun of the evening.

Unless you've been living in a

cave recently, you would be
aware that Mars it at
opposition this month, (last
Thursday to be exact). Up to
the time that this anicle has
been written, I have observed
Mars on a number of
occasions. On most nights I
have been fortunate to see
quite a number of dark

High contrast Lunar and
Planetary views are on offcr
in a good quality refractor.
They are a sturdy instrument
not prone to the optical
alignment problems of other
telescopes, ie collimation.

As a cautionary note, some
60mm refractors (that's thc
size of the objective lens) can
be of questionable quality,
especially if they are long
focus ie, have long skinny
tubes. The main problem with
these is that the rack and
pinion focus cannot accept
larger banel eyepieces (l %
inch) and that's a big
limitation. The best advice
here is to ask an experienced
member before making your
purchase.

A big step up is the short tube
80mm (3.2") refractors, being
short on focal length ie, f5
(lens size divided by
appropriate tube length, 400
by 80 = f5) They give
excellent bright low power
wide field views, and are
excellent for photography.

Mars

elongated markings on the
surface and the polar ice cap
as a smudge of white, on
150x. Unfortunately no
Martians waved back. Mars
will continue to be a good
telescopic sight for a least
another month, so what are
you waiting for? Get oul there
and see it for yourseJf.

John Rotnbi.

Refractors
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If your expenses allow, a 4"
( 1 02mm) ref.actor can be a
superb working inst.ument.
The short focus scopes are
great, but expect some colour
aberrations, ie purple and
green fringing around very
bright objects. Don't wony,
this is quite nomal unless you
can afford a scope at over the
$5,000 range (approx) which
use exotic glass lenses.

One draw back with short
focal length scopes is that you
need a ton of magnification to
enhance the planets, but the
trade off is great views of
open clusters in which they
can be framed nicely with the
background stars at low
power.

A longer focus 4" refractor at
say E or above will give
exceptional contrasty views of
the planets. These designs
apply more magnification for
any given eyepiece than the
shorter focal length versions.

In conclusion, the old adage
applies ie it's not what you've
got, it's how you use it.
Combine the above, with
questions to someone who has

one of these scopes and you
will be well informed and I'm
sure that the following
members will be happy to
assist you;
[-ou Timpano 4" long focus
Vixen.
Daniel Ross/Samantha Kidd
80mm short focus Orion.
Noel Shalpe 4" short focus.
John Rombi 60mm long focus
Unitron.

Virgo is preparing to
disappear over the western
horizon so why not check oul
its famous cluster of galaxies
first.

Virgo is best known
astuonomically for this huge
cluster of galaxies, known as

the Virgo Cluster- It is about
45 million 1.y. away and is
contained within an area of
approx. 12"x 10o (if you
overlook M104.) There are
thought to be over 3,000
galaxies within the cluster,
though most ofthese are too
faint for amateur viewing.

There are a number of Ms in
the cluster for you Messier
hunters. They are: M49, 58,
60, 61, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89,
90, 98, 99, 100 and 104.

That's fifteen good reasons to
check out Virgo.

l8'h June
23d June
30'h June
l6'h July
21" July
28'h July
18'h Aug
20d Aus
25'h Au;
15s seo
17d sep
22'd sep
13d oct
15'h oct
2o'h oct
loth Nov
lTtb Nov
l9'h Nov
15'h Dec
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Noel Sharpe Good Hunting I

Bumham lists 218 galaxies of
13rh mag or brighter, most of
which would require a good
200mm reflector to have a

chance at viewing. Some ol
the brighter ones may be
viewed by a 150mm reflector
on a dark moonless night.

Where does one start? I
suggest you start with a

reputable chart which lists all
136 mag. or brighter galaxies.
Burnham's Celestial
Handbook, Vol 3, p2075
shows a good map of the
central part of the cluster-

Official M.A.S. Program

Kev:
Oaks = Airfield (l.lembers only)

GM = Monday General
Meeting
OPN = Observatory Public
Night

I



Highlights
Venus next to th€ Moon this
moming l8/6 at 8.30 aml!
20/6: Sattn hookl on Moon

2416: Moon 4.5" ftom Beehive
30/6: Satum 3' from Ald'bran
6, Part. Eclipsc Moon I am
I6/7:
Satunlvenut o.8'qart. JUP /

and surface markings through
even small telescopes. On the
1st July Mars will bejust over
0-6' from M19 below
Scorpius and moving in on his
rival Antares. Compare the
colours of these two red
objects. One gets its red
colour because it's on firc.
and the other by reflecting
sunlight off red soil. which
one is brighter to you? On 4
July Mars gets close to an

almost full Moon. before
standing stili in its orbit and
changing direction to head
towards the east. The next 2
years are the best viewing of
Mars until 2008

Uranus and Neptune are the
only other visible planets in
the evening sky this month.
Rising in the east before lopm
both are still driving with the
'old sea goat' playing dodgem
with rhe Moon on 10-l I June
and July 7-9.

Morning Planets
Saturn, Mercury and Jupiter
all rise just before the
morning Sun in June around
5.30am onwards. The jewel
was this morning (l8th) when
Venus was visible during
daylight next to a thin
crescent Moon from 8am to
about midday. You missed it?
No matter it will happen again
on l8 July. Venus willbe
above and slightly left of the
crescent moon looking north,
about 3 hand spans west of the
Sun.

Extreme care ls
needad when using
binoculars anywhete
near the sun.

Same thing will happen with
Jupiter on the l9tLarly
morning 12l7 Venus, Satum
and Aldebaran will dance
together, then 13 14,ry Jupiter
and Mercury will pose with
M35 in Gemini before the Sun
gets up.

The Moon will be pa(ially
eclipsed between I 1.30pm
and 1,00am on the 5-6 July. A
half shadow at maximum wiil
be interesting to compare with
last years event. Saturn will be
poised on the hom ofa
crescent moon on the 20 June
45 mins before surlrise.

Meteors
The Delta Aquarids peak on
the 28th June with a

maximum of 20 per hour.
They are faint but if yo'r look
near Fomalhaut in Pisces

Austrinus after mid-night you
may see them.

FaYourite Star choice this
month is by Ned Pastor.
Antares is a red supergiant
400 times the diameter of (he

Sun. Its brightness varies from
0.9 to 1.8 but that's no bother
to Ned, he likes it fo. the
familiar feeling he gets when
it rises, for its colour, and its
position as the beating Red
Heart of the Scorpion.
Red Spot Special, it's up there
now!

Good Seeing IC

+.

1959. 'l]lue or lalse 
"

Evening Planets
Mars has passed opposition
on the l4th and isnow at its
bdghtest C2.4 mag) and
nearest to Earth with its
largest size disk 1).8" until
2003. Only Venus and Jupiter
will be larger in size. This is
the closest Mars approach to
Earth for the pasl 13 years,

With good seein& we will be

able to see the nonh polar cap


